Medical progress and animal models: the importance of evidence
Robert Matthews chastises the scientific community for allegedly endorsing the unequivocal statement that 'virtually every medical achievement of the last century has depended directly or indirectly on research with animals' (JRSM 2008;101:95-8). 1 His central claim is that this one statement has acquired almost 'talismanic importance', receives 'unqualified support', and is 'routinely trotted out' by many eminent bodies. This is untrue. Matthews gives no real evidence to support his allegation. His suggestion that over 500 eminent academics 'signed a public petition supporting the statement' in 2005 is disingenuous. That RDS Declaration 2 contained four statements on the medical benefits of animal research, of which the last was a passing reference to the statement Matthews objects to. There were six other statements relating to ethics, animal welfare and the need for informed debate, as well as the need to develop alternatives to animal techniques.
We have analysed the public statements of the 36 most eminent scientific and medical organizations in the UK about the importance of animal research. Just one uses this statement, the Royal Society, from which it originated.
Animal research is morally and scientifically defensible whether it has contributed to some, many or virtually all medical advances of the last century. 3 Pointless and pedantic point-scoring from Matthews does nothing to advance the debate, especially when it is incorrect. Those who preach the value of evidence should practise what they preach.
